


ac-cept’ \ik-’sept\ . take what verb

is offered; agree or approve; believe 

something to be true.

al-low’ D
̋̆
¼TI]ðDverb. make 

something possible; to provide for; 

permit to happen.

bal’anceD¼JĬT
̋
V\[Dnoun. an 

instrument used for measuring 

objects; an amount that is owed; a 

harmonious state.

bene-fi’cial DJM̆V
̋̆
¼NQ
̆
[P
̋
TD

adjective. useful; fruitful; of value. 

bril’liant D¼JZQT
̆
a
̋
V\Dadjective. 

bright; radiant; smart.

choose \’chüz\ . select; make verb

a decision by rejecting other 

options.

col-lab-o-ra’tionDS
̋̆
TĬJ
̋̆
¼Zʅ
̆

[P
̋
VDnoun. working with others 

to make something; the product of 

collaborating.

com-pas’sionDS
̋
Ŭ¼XĬ[P

̋
VDnoun. 

sympathetic concern for others; pity 

for one’s troubles.

con-sid’er-ate DS
̋
V̆¼[Q

̆
L
̋̆
Z
̋
\D

adjective. someone who is careful 

not to hurt others.

cool \’kül\ . a temperature adjective

that is more cold than hot; lacking 

excitement.

dif’fer-ent D¼LQ
̆
N
̋
ZV\Dadjective. 

diverse things; not the same; 

unusual or distinct.

ex-pect’ \ik-’spekt\ . to look verb

forward to something that is likely 

to happen. 

ex-press’ \ik-’spres\ . convey  verb

a thought in words or by other 

means.

fire D¼Nʫ
̆̋
ZDnoun. combustion 

involving the combination of 

chemicals with oxygen, which gives 

out light and heat.

friend’ly D¼NZMVL
̆
TʕDadjective. 

related to being a friend; showing 

goodwill.

gen’er-ous D¼RMV̆Z
̋
[Dadjective. 

showing kindness toward others; 

being willing to give to others. 

har’mo-ny D¼PqZ̆U
̋̆
VʕDnoun. 

agreeing or pleasing combination 

of parts. 

hu’man D¼Pa
̆
U
̋
VDnoun. a person; 

Homo sapiens.

in-clu’sive \in-’klü-siv\ . adjective

covering a large scope or range 

of things.

in-spire’ DQV̆¼[Xʫ
̆̋
ZDverb. to 

influence or guide, especially 

pertaining to creativity; to bring 

out. 

joyD¼RƧQDnoun. feeling of happiness; 

emotion evoked by success.

kind’ness D¼SʫVL
̆
V
̋
[Dnoun. 

qualities of being helpful, 

sympathetic, loving, and 

affectionate. 

know D¼VʽDverb. perceive directly; 

be aware of the truth.

look D¼T]ðSDverb. direct eyes toward 

something; use vision.

love D¼T
̋
^Dnoun. intense feeling of 

affection. 

men’tor D¼UMV̆\ƧZDnoun. a trusted 

counselor; a guide. 

mil’lions D¼UQT
̆
a
̋
V[Dnoun. a very 

large number. 

mir’a-cles D¼UQZ̆Q
̆
S
̋
T[Dnoun. 

surprising events not explicable by 

science; extraordinary events.

nav’i-gateD¼VĬ^
̋̆
Oʅ\Dverb. travel; 

follow a route.

neigh’bor-ly D»Vʅ
̆
J
̋
Z̆TʕDadjective. 

kind and helpful.

op’ti-mis-tic D¼qX̆\
̋̆
UQ[\

̆
QSD

adjective. describing a confident or 

hopeful person.

par’ty D¼XqZ̆\ʕDnoun. a gathering 

for socialization of invited guests, 

especially friends.

peace D¼Xʕ[Dnoun. freedom from 

dispute; state of harmony.

pow’er D¼XI]ð
̆̋
ZDnoun. ability 

to make something happen; 

physical ability.

quiet D¼S_ʫ
̆̋
\Dadjective. with little 

to no noise; without interruption; 

silence.

re-source’fulDZQ
̆
¼[ƧZ[̆N

̋
TD

adjective. cleverly finding solutions; 

overcoming problems and finding 

creative solutions.

sim’pleD¼[QŬX
̋
TDadjective. easy 

to understand; basic. 

stel’lar D¼[\M̆T
̋
ZDadjective. 

outstanding, relating to a 

performance.

strength D¼[\ZM
͜
S\PDnoun. a state 

of being strong; ability to withstand 

a challenge.

ter-rif’ic D\
̋̆
¼ZQ
̆
NQSDadjective. 

excellent; really exciting.

to-geth’erD\
̋̆
¼OM̆\P

̋
ZDadverb. 

with another person or people; a 

combination. 

truth \’trüth\ . a state of being noun

true; a fact. 

un-der-stand’ing D
̋
V̆L
̋
Z̆¼[\IV̆

LQ
͜
Dnoun. power of comprehending 

or mutual agreement between two 

or more people.

u-ni’ted Da]ð
̆
¼Vʫ
̆
\
̋
LDadjective. 

brought together; usually for 

common beliefs or circumstances. 

vo-cab’u-lar-y D^ʽ
̆
¼SĬJa

̋̆
TMZ̆ʕD

noun. words used in language.

voice D¼^ƧQ[Dnoun. an opinion or 

personal expression. 

warm’ing D¼_ƧZŬQ
͜
Dadjective. 

make or become warm. 

word D¼_
̋
ZLDnoun. a single, yet 

powerful part of speech. 

ya-hoo’ D¼aʅ
̆
PDinterjection. 

a sound made out of excitement 

or happiness. 

zone D¼bʽVDnoun. a specified area 

that serves a purpose; can be real 

or metaphorical.
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 Join us         as we mix, mash, and make crazy, fun
      words to super inspire, absolutely encourage,

     and totally motivate each other.

Words,         the first book in the Peace Dragon series,
        introduced the ability our words have to create

    compassionate conversations with ourselves
   and the world.
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  {Absolutely + Tremendous}

  {Amazing + Fabulous}

  {Astonishing + Outstanding}

Allept    {Allow + Accept}
        Allow yourself to be you, and accept that
  others are different.

  
{Best + Buddy}

  {Beyond + Amazing}

 Balacoo    {Balance + Cool}
      Find your balance, and always remember

   to keep your cool.



  
{Charming + Marvelous}

  {Cheery + Vivacious}

  
{Clever + Ingenious}

 Choolo    {Choose + Love}
      Own your choices and their consequences,

      and when given the choice, choose love.

  
{Dynamic + Fabulous}

  
{Dazzling + Confidence}

 Diffether    {Different + Together}
     Always remember that our differences

 work together.



  {Entertaining + Exuberant}

  {Extra + Silly}

 Exprassion    {Express + Compassion}
      Express yourself through love, and always

 have compassion.

  {Fabulous + Fantastic}

  {Fabulous + Tremendous}

     }{Friend + Fun + Wonderful

 Firarming    {Fire + Warming}

       Use your inner fire for warming others,
  not burning them.
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